
project Animal Safari!   by Alice Cunningham 

Choose which cardboard you want to
use. Fold the card you have chosen in
half. This will be  for your elephant
shape.

INSTRUCTIONS

HALF FOLD

Very carefully cut the shape  of your
elephant out, remembering to hold the
pieces together while you are cutting.

Draw the shape of half your elephant on
the fold of the paper. Don’t worry if it
looks funny - i t will make sense when you
open it up.

Get a paper cup and make a hole near
the bottom on one side. Use some wool
and cut some lengths. Knot them together
on one side and trim the loose ends.

Use your glue stick  and cover your pot
where the elephant is going to go. Wrap 
your elephant around the cup. Rub
it well so it sticks. Let dry. 

Hold the pieces of wool together and from
the inside of the cup push the ends through
the hole. The knot will keep it in place.
This is your elephants tail.   

Open your piece of paper and you will
see your elephant. Now draw your eyes,
ears, toes and nostrils  with a black 
permanent marker pen.

Paint and decorate your elephant
in fun colours. Anything you like!

Draw half your elephant shape onto
your folded piece of paper. Don’t worry
if it looks funny. It will make sense when
you open it up

Bend the ears and trunk forward. 
You now have your elephant!
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Glue your paper triangles to the inside 
of your loo roll. Let it dry. Maybe you want 
to hang your creature, so you could tie some 
string to the top! 

Don’t draw your lines all the way to the
bottom leave a space. Then carefully cut along
your lines - remember not all the way down

Can you find another container at home?
A yogurt pot?. Draw lines all the way 
round but leave a gap on one side.

Can you find a toilet rolland carefully  
cut the end along the diagonalseam line. 
Dont cut too far, just enough
to be able to hold the end and pull. 

A SNAKE. . . 

Put the cut container on a flat
surface and squish it down gently
so the legs spread outwards.  

Carefully pull the cut end and unravel
the cardboard until it is completely
opened and looks like a snake. Paint and
decorate it any way you like.

Cut out a “V” shape on either side of
the face. Draw on some eyes and 
make a wiggly coloured tongue. Glue
your tongue to the front

Take the inside of a toilet roll paint the
whole thing any colour you like. With 
a permanent marker draw some scales
and a nice big eyes and colour them in.

Choose some coloured card and very
carefully cut out some triangular
shapes with scissors. Keep the left
over card for another project.

“V”
SHAPE

You can also make . . .

A SEA CREATURE. . . 

A SPIDER. . . 

Add some big black eyes and decorate your
spider with your permanent markers.

Carefully with your scissors round off the 
edges of your big piece. This will be 
the spiders head.   

Well done. Enjoy your animal safari!
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Use the animals created as toys on their own.

To play with, as decorations, or even make a theatre

puppet show for others using the animals to tell a story.

Three dimensional modelling, drawing,

cutting, sticking, painting, design

and play.

Teacher’s Comment:

    Have fun creating a story

around your animals

and put on a show

for your family!

PLAY!  

Go to or website 
www.studiomeraki.org  

 - Full project video of 
   Alice making her 
  animal safari

Have you heard about

‘Colourful minds’ they 

have some great ideas on 

Instagram. Find them

colourful_minds_kids

HELPFUL LINKS :

Share on

FACEBOOK!

Share your awesome artwork

on our facebook gallery

@studiomerakibristol

and see what others

have been

up to!     

Try

making

other animals.

A snake

A spider

A sea creature

A frog

And maybe some

trees.
  

Teacher’s Skills:


